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Summary 22 

• Researchers often want to study the respiratory properties of individual parts of plants, in 23 

response to a range of treatments. Arabidopsis is an obvious model for this work, 24 

however, due to its size it represents a challenge for gas exchange measurements of 25 

respiration.  26 

• Combining micro-respiratory technologies with multiplex assays has the potential to 27 

bridge this gap and make measurements in this model plant species. We show the 28 

adaptation of commercial technology used for mammalian cell respiration analysis to 29 

study three critical tissues of interest; leaf sections, root tips and seeds.  30 

• Measurements of respiration in single leaf discs have allowed the age dependence of 31 

respiration rate in Arabidopsis leaves across the rosette to be observed. Oxygen 32 

consumption of single root tips from plate-grown seedlings show the enhanced 33 

respiration of root tips and their time-dependent susceptibility to salinity. Monitoring of 34 

single Arabidopsis seeds shows the kinetics of respiration over 48h post-imbibition and 35 

the effect of phytohormones GA and ABA, on respiration during seed germination.  36 

• These studies highlight the potential for multiplexed micro-respiratory assays to study 37 

oxygen consumption in Arabidopsis tissues and opens up new possibilities to screen and 38 

study mutants and to identify differences in ecotypes or populations of different plant 39 

species. 40 

 41 
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Introduction 44 

Plant cells rely on mitochondrial respiration for ATP, carbon skeletons for amino acid 45 

assimilation, and organic acid building blocks for biosynthetic pathways. Respiration is the 46 

principal component in CO2 loss from cells and is a key factor in assessing the carbon balance of 47 

plants and defining the factors influencing plant growth rate (Amthor, 1989). Assessment of 48 

cellular respiration rate therefore provides an important insight into the metabolic activity and 49 

physiological state of plant tissues (Lambers, 1985). Respiration rate can be measured non-50 

invasively as gas exchange from the surface of tissues via monitoring the rate of O2 51 

consumption or CO2 production. O2 consumption measurements have relied on low-throughput 52 

and time-consuming gas or liquid phase analysis of O2 concentration by polarographic Clark-53 

type oxygen electrodes in closed systems (Walker, 1990; Hunt, 2003). CO2 production has been 54 

measured using gas phase infra-red gas analysers in close systems or differential open system 55 

configurations (Hill & Powell, 1968; Hunt, 2003). Microelectrodes based on polarographic 56 

methods have also been used to monitor O2 concentration inside seeds and siliques (Porterfield 57 

et al., 1999) and in root tissues (Armstrong et al., 2000). Recently micro-electrodes have even 58 

been adapted to measure respiration inside single photosynthetic cells (Bai et al., 2011). 59 

However these miniaturised methods are highly technical, low throughput, require substantial 60 

specialisation, and often involve painstaking adaptation for use on specific tissues of the target 61 

plant species.  62 

Arabidopsis has now become the key model for understanding the molecular components 63 

of respiration in plants. Most of our recent advances in the understanding of biogenesis of 64 

mitochondria and the retrograde regulation of respiration by intracellular signalling processes 65 

come from studies in this species (Millar et al., 2011). However, reports of measurements of 66 

Arabidopsis respiration rate, and how it is altered when mitochondrial functions are changed, 67 

have been limited due to two key constraints. Firstly, the small size of many Arabidopsis tissues 68 
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has limited the options for using many conventional gas exchange systems to measure 69 

respiration rates (and micro-respirometry, such as that reported in Arabidopsis siliques 70 

(Porterfield et al., 1999) is a very specialised field). Secondly, the lack of high-throughput assay 71 

systems has limited the full use of the resources in Arabidopsis biology to assess respiratory 72 

phenotypes through accessing a wide range of mutants, ecotypes and tissue types.  73 

 The development of analyte selective fluorophores, that monitor the partial pressure of 74 

oxygen, coupled to fibre optic cables to monitor their fluorescent properties, opens new 75 

opportunities in respiratory measurements. Fluorophore based micro-oxygen sensors have been 76 

used to monitor oxygen levels inside plant seeds (Borisjuk & Rolletschek, 2009; Ast et al., 2012) 77 

and in the root rhizosphere (Rudolph et al., 2012) to study hypoxia. These measurements are of 78 

oxygen concentration not respiration rate, so diffusion of gases for specific tissues needs to be 79 

calculated or standardised for respiratory rates to be deduced by time series measurements of 80 

oxygen concentration (Rudolph et al., 2012). Coupling fluorophore based micro-oxygen sensors 81 

to microtitre plate assays, for which standardised diffusion rates can be calculated, has allowed 82 

high-throughput analysis of respiration rate in milligrams of tissues in microliter volumes 83 

(Ferrick et al., 2008; Brand, 2009; Gerencser et al., 2009). Such systems have been 84 

commercialised and are now being used to measure cellular respiratory rates and cellular 85 

bioenergetics of isolated mitochondria and cells from mammalian tissues (Beeson et al., 2010; 86 

Rogers et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). However, to our knowledge, the 87 

adaptation and use of such systems for intact plant tissues has not been systematically tested.  88 

Here we present optimised methods to adapt the use of commercial microplate assays of 89 

oxygen consumption by analyte selective fluorophores to measure respiration rates of 90 

Arabidopsis leaf, root and seed samples. We show that this approach allows high throughput 91 

measurements of respiration rate in leaf laminar and vascular regions of a single leaf, the 92 

respiratory rate of single root tips and even the respiration of single imbibed seeds. We illustrate 93 
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that biological changes in respiration associated with leaf development, leaf age, root segments 94 

and hormone-dependent changes in seed germination can be measured and compared. These 95 

developments and the use of commercial systems and consumable packs already optimised and 96 

available to researchers, open opportunities for in-depth analysis of respiratory phenotypes and 97 

their relation to developmental processes in small tissue samples from a variety of plants.  98 

 99 

Materials and Methods 100 

 101 

Extracellular Flux Analyzer XF 96 and 96 well plate setup 102 

Seahorse XF96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer measurement is based on fluorimetric detection of 103 

O2 levels via fluorophores in a commercial sensor cartridge. Oxygen quenches the fluorescence 104 

of a fluorescein complex, the fluorescence is detected by a fiber optic wave guide and converted 105 

into the basal oxygen consumption rate oxygen consumption rate (OCR). During the 106 

‘measurement’ phase, the concentrations are measured continuously until the rate of change is 107 

linear and then OCR is determined from the slope. The probes lift while in the ‘mixing’ and 108 

‘waiting’ steps to allow the larger medium above to mix with the medium in the transient micro 109 

chamber, re-oxygenating the solution and thus restoring the oxygen concentration values to 110 

baseline. The XF96 data can be visualized and analysed in both XF96 Analyzer software and an 111 

Excel-based data viewer. For the underlying calculations the reader is referred to the literature 112 

on development of this system (Ferrick et al., 2008; Brand, 2009; Gerencser et al., 2009). 113 

Respiration measurements were performed in a XF96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer (Seahorse 114 

Bioscience, Billerica, MA) to obtain oxygen consumption rate of plant tissues. The 96-well 115 

sensor cartridge was hydrated in 200µL/well XF Calibrant Solution (Seahorse Bioscience, 116 

Billerica, MA) overnight at 37°C prior to the assay. Several hours before the measurement 117 

commenced, the heater of instrument was turned off to obtain a stable internal measurement 118 
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temperature in the machine at ~28°C. Plates (and injection ports when indicated) were filled by 119 

using multichannel pipettes or on-mass by a 96-well robotic liquid handling station (Bravo, 120 

Agilent Technologies) using in-house developed device and protocol programs.  121 

 122 

Leaf respiration rate measurements by XF96 123 

Wild type seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Columbia) were placed on wet filter paper and 124 

incubated at 4°C for 3 days. The imbibed seeds were transferred to individual pots containing a 125 

1:3 perlite:soil mix and covered with a transparent acrylic hood to maintain the humidity. The 126 

seedlings were grown in a controlled environment growth chamber maintaining a short-day 127 

photoperiod (8 h of light/16 h of dark), a photon flux of 150 µmol photons m-2s-1, a relative 128 

humidity of 75%, and a temperature cycle of 22°C /17°C day/night temperature regime. When 129 

the seedlings were established, the acrylic hood was removed and the plants were subsequently 130 

grown with regular watering. At an age of 4 to 6 weeks as indicated, the plants were used for the 131 

measurements.  132 

Single leaf discs were immobilized in wells with either Cell-Tak (BD Bioscience) or a 133 

commercial skin-adhesive Leukosan® (BSN Medical) mixed with agarose. For Cell-Tak 134 

adhesion, 16 µl of the Cell-Tak mixture pH 7 (5% (v/v) Cell-Tak, 45 mM sodium bicarbonate 135 

pH 8.0) was used to coat the bottom of each well of the microtitre plate. Absorption of Cell-Tak 136 

to the well bottom was allowed for 20 min at room temperature after which the Cell-Tak mixture 137 

was discarded by aspiration before rinsing with distilled water. Single 2.5 mm diameter leaf 138 

discs which were freshly cut with a leaf punch were then placed at the centre of each well and 139 

gently pressed to the well bottom using a cotton bud. An even contact between leaf disc and 140 

Cell-Tak coated layer on the bottom of the well was required for optimal adhesion. Adhesion 141 

was allowed for 30 min before 200 µL of respiration buffer (10 mM HEPES, 10 mM MES, and 142 

2 mM CaCl2, pH 7.2, (Atkin et al., 1993; Armstrong et al., 2006a)) was added to the wells. For 143 
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the skin-glue adhesive and agarose mixture, a combination of 2.5% (v/v) Leukosan® Adhesive in 144 

0.25% (w/v) agarose was prepared and kept above 60°C to avoid solidification. For each well, 1 145 

µL of the adhesive mixture was pipetted onto the centre of the well bottom. Then 2.5 mm 146 

diameter leaf discs were positioned on top of the mixture before gently pressed with a cotton 147 

bud. As the adhesive mixture sets in ~2 min, sequential handling of samples is required if large 148 

numbers of leaf discs are used. After 2 min, respiration buffer can be added on top of leaf discs 149 

to avoid dehydration. A full plate of 96 leaf discs could be manually adhered in ~45 minutes.  150 

Once leaf adhesion was achieved, wells were then filled with 200 µL of leaf respiration buffer 151 

and loaded into the plate reader after the calibration steps. The time events for both basal 152 

respiration measurement and injection were mixing (3 min), waiting (4 min) and measuring (5 153 

min). The method allowed for 10 cycles of mixing, waiting and measuring. The oxygen 154 

consumption rate (OCR) of single leaf disc was recorded by Seahorse XF Acquisition 155 

and Analysis Software (Version 1.3; Seahorse Bioscience, Billerica, MA).  156 

 157 

Root respiration measurements by XF96 158 

Seeds of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) ecotype (Columbia-0) were sown on ½ strength MS 159 

Gamborg B5 plates containing 0.8% (w/v) agar, 1% (w/v) sucrose, 1.8 mM MES at pH 5.8 160 

adjusted by KOH. The plates were placed at 4oC in the dark for 2 days and then transferred to a 161 

growth room with photoperiod of 16 h of light/8 h of dark at a light intensity of 200 µmol m-2 s-1, 162 

a relative humidity of 70% and a temperature cycle of 22oC day/17oC night. The plates were set 163 

in a vertical position. After 7 days of growth, ~5 mm of the expanded section or elongating root 164 

tip were cut for respiration assay with 8 replicates for each treatment. The 96-well sensor 165 

cartridge was hydrated in 200µL/well XF Calibrant Solution (Seahorse Bioscience, Billerica, 166 

MA) as mentioned above. After calibration, the 96-well utility plate was filled with 100 µL of 167 

respiration buffer containing 0, 100, 200 or 400 mM NaCl. In each well, a single root tip (tip) 168 
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(~5 mm) or root expanded section (EXP) (~5 mm) was added to the bottom of the well. The time 169 

events for both basal respiration measurement and injection were mixing (2 min), waiting (3 170 

min) and measuring (5 min). Seven cycles of mixing, waiting and measuring were applied for 171 

time course measurements. The OCR of single root tip or expanded section was recorded by 172 

Seahorse XF Acquisition and Analysis Software (Version 1.3; Seahorse Bioscience, Billerica, 173 

MA).  174 

 175 

Seed respiration measurements by XF96 176 

For multiple seed measurements, intact seeds (~1 mg) were placed in a 96-well plate and 177 

surface-sterilized by soaking for 7 min in 12.5% (w/v) NaClO and 0.1% (v/v) Tween20, 178 

followed by two washing steps with distilled H2O. After this, wells were filled with 200 µL of 179 

seed respiration medium (5 mM KH2PO4, 10 mM TES, 10 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgSO4, pH 7.2) 180 

and loaded into the plate reader after the calibration steps using the Bravo liquid handling station 181 

(Agilent Technologies). Where indicated, inhibitors were added to the medium with a final 182 

concentration of 2 µM for KCN or 5 mM for SHAM. Oxygen concentration before and after 183 

inhibitor injection was determined by 11 cycles of mixing (3 min), waiting (4 min) and 184 

measuring (5 min). The OCR of seeds was recorded by Seahorse XF Acquisition and Analysis 185 

software (Version 1.3, Seahorse Bioscience, Billerica, MA) and every well was normalized by 186 

the mg weight of seeds used. 187 

 188 

For single seed measurements, a sterile solution 0.25% (w/v) agarose was used, and kept at 65°C 189 

to avoid solidification. The agarose solution was pipetted (1µL) into the centre of every well 190 

bottom. Seeds were sterilized by overnight incubation with chlorine gas (100 mL 12% NaOCl 191 

and 3 mL 37% HClO) in a closed vessel. Every single seed was placed with a sterile toothpick, 192 

making sure the adhesion of every seed was in the centre of the well. Then the wells were filled 193 
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with 200 µL of seed respiration medium and loaded into the plate reader after the calibration 194 

steps. Where indicated hormones were added to the respiration medium with final concentration 195 

of 2.4 µM for Abscisic acid (ABA) (PhytoTechnology Laboratories) or 1.2 mM for gibberellic 196 

acid (GA3) (Sigma-Aldrich). The respiration measurements were made by mixing (3 min), 197 

waiting (4 min) and measuring (60 min). The method was run for 48 cycles, achieving a total of 198 

50 h of measurements. The OCR of single seed was recorded by Seahorse XF acquisition 199 

and analysis software (Version 1.3, Seahorse Bioscience, Billerica, MA). 200 

 201 

Leaf respiration by Clark-type oxygen electrode 202 

Plants were grown under conditions described for the XF96 above. OCR of leaf discs was 203 

measured using a liquid-phase Oxygraph system (Hansatech Instruments). Prior to the 204 

measurement, the electrode was calibrated at 25°C by addition of sodium dithionite to 1 mL of 205 

aerated autoclaved water to completely deplete oxygen. Leaf discs totalling 40-60 mg fresh 206 

weight (FW) of 7 mm diameter leaf discs were immersed in leaf respiration buffer and incubated 207 

in the dark for 30 min. Leaf respiration was performed in a 2 mL volume for at least 15 min at 208 

25°C in a darkened electrode chamber. The amount of oxygen being consumed by the leaf discs 209 

was recorded using the Oxygraph Plus v1.02 software (Hansatech Instruments) and OCR 210 

(nmol/min/g FW) was calculated accordingly to the FW of the leaf discs.  211 

 212 

Statistical analysis 213 

The statistical software package IBM SPPS Statistics 19 was used for data analysis where 214 

indicated. An analysis of variance followed by multiple comparison using Post hoc tests and 215 

Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) mean separation test was performed to determine 216 

the statistical significance of differences of the mean values at P ≤0.05. 217 
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 218 

Results 219 

Adhesion of leaf discs for respiratory measurements 220 

Making oxygen consumption rate (OCR) measurements in microtitre plates of the Seahorse 221 

XF96 requires that the tissues remain at the bottom of the well and do not move during the 222 

cycles of mixing and measurement. This requirement is not present when using oxygen electrode 223 

or infra-red gas analysis techniques and is much less of a problem when using mammalian 224 

tissues as they are not buoyant structures. To develop suitable adhesion techniques we trialled 225 

two different methods, one using mixtures containing 5% (v/v) Cell-Tak (BD Bioscience) and 226 

another using 2.5% (v/v) Leukosan® Adhesive in 0.25% (w/v) agarose. Both adhesion methods 227 

were found to immobilise leaf discs submerged in buffer for several hours. However, 228 

investigating the effectiveness of both adhesion mixtures during the course of the mixing assays 229 

showed that the Leukosan® adhesive treatment had much fewer leaf disc detachment events and 230 

a lower standard error for OCR (Supplementary Figure 1A, B). Analysis showed that OCR of 231 

143 ± 11 pmol O2 min-1 (for a leaf disc of approximately 0.7 mg FW) could be consistently 232 

measured. Replicate leaf discs from the same leaf gave more consistent results than leaf-to-leaf 233 

comparisons, suggesting some variability of OCR between leaves (Supplementary Figure 1A, 234 

B). To test the effect of the adhesive on OCR, we performed similar measurements using 7 mm 235 

diameter leaf discs in a Clark-type oxygen electrode (Oxygraph, Hansatech Instruments). The 236 

mean OCR g-1 FW of leaf discs did not change with increasing amount of leaf discs adhered 237 

together during the analysis, indicating no substantial effect of the adhesive on oxygen diffusion 238 

that could slow respiration rate (Supplementary Figure 1C). Calculations based on these 239 

measurements showed that approximately 40 times more leaf tissue is required for an accurate 240 

OCR measurement in the typical 1 ml Clark-type oxygen electrode than in the microtiter plate 241 
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fluorescence assay. All further experiments were performed using the Leukosan®/ agarose 242 

mixture.  243 

Due to the necessity to fix the leaf discs in the wells, preparing a full 96 well plates takes ~45 244 

mins. To test if the order in which the leaf discs are laid down influences the reading we used 245 

different leaf developmental stages including slow and fast respiring stages from two plants. 246 

Leaves and cotyledons were selected and the two sets of discs were fixed in the wells with ~30 247 

mins time difference between sets (Supplementary Figure 2). Similar differences in respiration 248 

rate between leaf stages were recorded. To test the dynamic range of the Seahorse XF96 249 

instrument, an experiment was performed using different amounts of leaf tissue. As the leaf discs 250 

have to be fixed to the bottom of the well, the maximal size of the leaf disc is limited by the 251 

diameter of the well and only one leaf disc can be used. In addition to the leaf disc size used for 252 

all the other experiments described here (0.7mg FW), four additional sizes were used 253 

(Supplementary Figure 3A). The graph shows that the OCR increases linearly with increasing 254 

tissue amount (R2=0.873). In separate experiments using over 230 large leaf discs (1.6 mg FW), 255 

individual leaf disc values up to 500 pmol O2 min-1 were measured, the distribution of rates 256 

closely resembling a normal distribution (Supplementary Figure 3B). As the leaf discs used here 257 

are small and have a significant cut surface area to total surface area, an experiment was 258 

performed to test for a possible wounding-induced oxygen consumption effect on the readings. 259 

The standard procedure to reduce this effect by dark incubation was performed (Azcon-Bieto et 260 

al., 1983a; Azcon-Bieto et al., 1983b; Day et al., 1985). Leaf discs were excised from three 261 

individual plants and incubated for 30 mins in the dark in respiration buffer, before the 262 

measurements were performed (Supplementary Figure 4). No significant difference could be 263 

detected. All further experiments presented were performed without the 30 min dark incubation 264 

prior to adhering discs to wells.  265 

 266 
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Respiration rate across Arabidopsis leaf surfaces 267 

The ability to measure respiration in small leaf discs allowed us to survey the respiration 268 

rate of different regions across single Arabidopsis leaves. Nine 2.5 mm diameter leaf discs were 269 

excised from 3 independent mature leaves of a 4-week old Arabidopsis thaliana plants to assess 270 

respiration rate of the lamina left (L), lamina right (R) and mid-rib (M) positions on the leaf 271 

blade (Figure 1). The mean OCR of each leaf disc position was assessed by averaging the mean 272 

OCR from three different leaves. On a leaf area basis, mid-ribs (M1-3) constantly show a higher 273 

mean OCR than the laminar positions, left (L1-3) and right (R1-3) (Figure 1B). Comparing the 274 

mean OCR values showed that there were significant differences between mid-ribs (M2 and M3) 275 

and both laminar left (L1-3) and right positions (R1-3) (P≤0.05). On a weight/volume basis, 276 

mid-ribs and lamina discs varied significantly, with approximately a 1.4 fold higher average FW 277 

of mid-rib leaf discs. As a result, mid-ribs exhibited a lower mean OCR than laminar leaf discs 278 

on a weight basis (Figure 1C). Statistically significant differences between laminar left (L1-3) 279 

and mid-ribs (M1and 2) disc positions (p≤0.05) were apparent in the data. This indicates that 280 

where a leaf disc is cut across the Arabidopsis leaf surface can impact the OCR measured. The 281 

data also shows the consistency of measurements along the leaf blade for laminar and vascular 282 

regions.  283 

 284 

Respiratory rates in Arabidopsis leaves of different sizes and ages 285 

To gain further insight into the effect of leaf age and leaf size on leaf OCR, assays on 286 

leaves across the rosette of 4 and 6 week old plants were performed (Figure 2). The growth of 287 

Arabidopsis thaliana plants was observed from when the cotyledons first started to expand. The 288 

sequence of subsequent leaf development was systematically recorded and all leaves were 289 
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tagged for the final analysis phase. The OCR from each leaf was measured simultaneously in the 290 

microtitre plate assays to avoid any differences associated with time of day or time from leaf 291 

harvest. The data showed that OCR gradually increased from mature to immature leaves (linear 292 

R2 = 0.81; polynomial R2 = 0.85 at 4 weeks and linear R2=0.63; polynomial R2 = 0.84 at 6 293 

weeks), although there were also some fluctuations spanning across leaf age. The median OCR 294 

was 155 pmol O2 min-1 disc-1 and 233 pmol O2 min-1 disc-1 for 4 and 6 week old plants, 295 

respectively. Interestingly, the peak OCR in leaf 13, initially noted in 4 week old plants, was 296 

maintained at 6 weeks. After this point in development new leaves appear to retain the same 297 

higher rate of respiration as leaf 13.  298 

 299 

Respiration rates of root tips and expanding regions  300 

  Root growth on plates is commonly measured as a phenotype of Arabidopsis mutants and 301 

in assays analysing chemical effectors and nutritional responses (Migliaccio & Piconese, 2001; 302 

Oliva & Dunand, 2007). However, the very small mass of Arabidopsis roots often precludes 303 

biochemical measurements at the single root level. The differential rate of respiration in the 304 

growing tip and in the previously expanded regions is of interest as it is considered an important 305 

factor in determining root growth rate (Hanbury & Atwell, 2005). The OCR of single root tips 306 

and single 5 mm sections of expanded roots were found to be sufficient to make accurate 307 

measurements using micro-respiratory (Figure 3A). The data showed that OCR was three times 308 

higher in root tips than in expanded root regions (Figure 3B). Treatment of plants with NaCl 309 

have been reported to stimulate or inhibit the respiration of roots depending on the species 310 

studied (Jacoby et al., 2011). Treatments for only 10 min with 100 mM or 200 mM NaCl lead to 311 

no significant change in respiration rate in our assays. In contrast, 400 mM NaCl for 10 min 312 

halved the respiratory rate of single root tips (Figure 3B). But, a time course of respiratory 313 
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response showed that 200 mM NaCl lowered respiration rate over the first hour of treatment, 314 

while 400 mM NaCl stopped respiratory rate in root tips in the same time frame (Figure 3C). 315 

This shows that for the lower salt concentrations, time-dependent effects can be monitored using 316 

this respiration assaying system.  317 

 318 

 319 

Respiration rates of Arabidopsis seeds and the respiratory response during germination 320 

and hormone treatments 321 

  The kinetics of respiration in seeds during germination has been studied in a variety of 322 

species, but is difficult in Arabidopsis due to seed size. Using 1 mg of Arabidopsis seeds we 323 

measured the initation of respiration during the first 60 minutes post-imbibition and recorded a 324 

four fold rise in OCR (Figure 4A). Respiration of seeds could be significantly inhibited by the 325 

simultaenous injection of the respiratory poison KCN into the microtitre plate assays. Addition 326 

of the alternative respiratory pathway inhibitor SHAM failed to further inhibit OCR. This could 327 

either be due to the difficulty of this compound entering seeds or lack of a significant alternative 328 

pathway rate early in the seed germination process. Previous studies have shown that AOX is 329 

induced during the second 24h post-imbibition in Arabidopsis seeds (Narsai et al., 2011). To 330 

confirm that the OCR rise observed during this first hour is the initiation of respiration, we 331 

performed a study of control seeds and two seed treatments, one treatment involved pre-332 

imbibition for 100 min and the other a 100oC heat treatment for 1 hour (Figure 4B). Pre-imbibed 333 

seeds immediately attained an OCR similar to the maximal rate over the 120 min of the 334 

experiment. Control seed OCR rose to this value over the first 40 minutes. Heat treated seeds did 335 

not respire during the 120 min period.  336 
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  By extending the time period for each respiratory measurement period from 5 min to 60 337 

min (as outlined in the experimental procedures) we were able to modify the OCR assay to allow 338 

measurements of the OCR for single seeds throughout the first 48 hours post-imbibition. These 339 

assays showed that there are several phases of OCR during this 48 hour period, beginning with a 340 

steady rise over the first 24 h, followed by a slowing of the rate of acceleration of OCR and a 341 

subsequent rise in rate between 30 and 40 hours post-imbibition (Figure 4C). Addition of the 342 

germination-stimulating hormone gibberellic acid (GA3) increased the respiration rate during 343 

this 48 hour period, but without any clear change in respiration kinetics. To determine if abscisic 344 

acid (ABA) had a contrary impact, we repeated this 48 hour study and compared control seeds 345 

with ABA treated seeds. Respiration of the ABA-treated seeds was similar to untreated seed for 346 

the first 2 to 3 hours, then OCR remained constant till 12 hours post-imbibition, but finally 347 

declined over the remaining time in the assay (Figure 4D). These ABA-treated seeds did not 348 

visibly germinate in the 96 well plates, whereas the seeds that were not treated germinated 349 

normally during the mesurement. 350 

 351 

Discussion 352 

Technical limitations and advances for OCR measurements of plant tissues 353 

 For decades, researchers have been using Clark-type oxygen electrodes or infra-red gas 354 

analysers to measure respiration rate from Arabidopsis cells and tissues (Noren et al., 1999; 355 

Hunt, 2003; Williams et al., 2008; Tomaz et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011). In order to overcome 356 

the impact of the baseline drift value (approximately 0.2 nmol min-1 in a typical 1 ml Clark-type 357 

oxygen electrode) and the differential needed between reference and sample gas streams in 358 

IRGA measurements (> 5 ppm CO2 for accurate respiratory measurements), a minimum of 20-359 

50 mg of plant tissue is normally needed for a single assay to avoid spurious results (Hunt, 2003; 360 
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Meyer et al., 2009; Tomaz et al., 2010). As Arabidopsis tissues are much smaller in size than 361 

many other species used in plant research, pooling of samples from different biological 362 

replicates has usually been required for respiratory measurements. This is not ideal and has 363 

limited the accuracy of studies that are focused on specific tissues at certain developmental 364 

stages. Because of this, it is not surprising that many reports find little if any differences in 365 

whole tissue OCR between genotypes and/or treatments of Arabidopsis plants. 366 

Fluorescence-based dispersed measurement of OCR in multi-wellplate format offers high 367 

throughput respirometry with a greatly decreased sample size requirement for each assay. We 368 

have shown that approximately 40-fold less leaf tissue (FW ~1 mg) can be used in a similar time 369 

frame to other assays (<60 min). Through extending the time of methods, even single seeds can 370 

be assayed for their OCR. This approach allows for high sensitivity in OCR detection, a greater 371 

number of respiratory data-points, and extremely low sample mass requirements which will be 372 

especially useful for respiratory studies of scarce biological samples from plants.  373 

A significant issue for the use of the microtitre plate OCR assays in the Seahorse XF96 is 374 

the need to secure material during the mixing and measuring phases. This is especially 375 

problematic for plant leaves as they are gas-filled structures so their buoyancy needs to be 376 

overcome for an extended period of time and during addition and mixing phases of the assays. 377 

Two different methods were tested to immobilise leaf discs onto microtitre plate bases with 378 

differing success. Cell-Tak (BD Bioscience) is a formulation of multiple polyphenolic proteins 379 

extracted from the blue mussel Mytilus edulis (Silverman & Roberto, 2007). Researchers have 380 

been using this adhesive protein mixture to immobilise animal cells and tissues for microplate 381 

assays for a number of years (Choi et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Robinson et al., 2012). 382 

However, Cell-Tak is expensive and we found it took ~30 min to adhere, leading to dehydration 383 

of leaf tissues which is undesirable. Cell-Tak also had a significant failure rate across wells in 384 

securing leaf tissues (~20% failure, Supplemental Figure 1). A much lower cost and more rapid 385 
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solution was the use of medical grade skin-glue (Leukosan®) that is non-toxic, sets in ~2 min 386 

and when mixed with agarose provided an excellent adhesive for leaf tissues to plastic surfaces 387 

(<5% failure, Supplemental Figure 1). The agarose also provided aeration on the side of leaf disc 388 

in contact with the plastic, as agarose has a gas permeable macro-porous structure with pores 389 

sizes of 100-300 nm (Plieva et al., 2009). Larger scale multiplex assays using most or all of the 390 

96 positions on a plate could be adhered, covered with respiration buffer and ready for assay by 391 

the Seahorse XF96 in ~45 minutes using the agarose plus skin-glue method. The respiration rate 392 

was not greatly influenced by the order in which the samples were loaded (Supplementary 393 

Figure 2) or by wounding effects (Supplementary Figure 4), and it could be conducted over a 394 

dynamic range of ~20 pmol to 500 pmol O2 min-1.  395 

Directly comparing the readings for leaf discs from the Clark-type Oxygen electrode with 396 

the Seahorse XF96 reveals overall higher values from the microrespiratory technology in our 397 

hands. The discrepancy can be explained by various factors. The Clark oxygen electrode is a 398 

closed system, whereas the Seahorse technology is based on a semi-closed measuring 399 

environment which requires a range of diffusion calculations to be undertaken (Gerencser et al., 400 

2009). As this device is developed for mammalian cell lines, it is equipped with a heater to 401 

ensure an optimal temperature of 37 oC. Cooling is not possible and the lowest possible 402 

temperature in room temperature conditions is reported by the device as ~28 oC. Higher 403 

temperature leads to increased respiration rate and could also contribute to the differences noted. 404 

Based on our experiments we  recommended the use of this technology to look for relative 405 

changes within a single plate or different plates using the same method. Comparisons between 406 

plates using different methods (e.g. measuring time) and between fluorescence-based 407 

microrespiratory and Clark electrode assays tend to yield differences in absolute rate, that are 408 

hard to precisely account, but show similar relative differences between biological samples.   409 

 410 
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 411 

Variations in leaf respiration rate across development  412 

The architecture of leaf structures is closely related to their functions and thus is an 413 

important determinant of the primary productivity of plants (Fosket, 1994). Our results revealed 414 

the OCR of the mid-rib vascular region is different from the lamina of Arabidopsis leaves, on 415 

both a leaf area and leaf weight basis. The key physiological and structural differences between 416 

lamina and midrib have been well addressed in leaves (Sylvester et al., 1996; Nelson & Dengler, 417 

1997). Most fundamentally this has shown that the ratio of spongy mesophyll to palisade is 418 

greatest in the midrib portion of the leaf and it steadily decreases towards the leaf margin. 419 

Comparative data analysis of mitochondrial density in Arabidopsis tissue has shown that there is 420 

approximately half the mitochondrial volume (µm3µm-3tissue) in spongy mesophyll tissue than 421 

palisade tissue (Armstrong et al., 2006a). A relatively sparse distribution of mitochondrial 422 

number in a higher cell volume could explain the midrib to lamina differences in OCR we have 423 

observed. Tschiersch et al., (2012) used fluorescence measurements of oxygen concentration to 424 

image leaves and noted that the concentration in intercostal regions of the leaf blade declined 425 

faster than in veins, and concluded that oxygen distribution was aligned to the structure in the 426 

leaf. This could be interpreted to mean that oxygen consumption rates were faster in intercostal 427 

areas of the leaf (similar to our lamina leaf discs) compared to the veins (similar to out midrib 428 

region leaf discs), therefore both findings from leaf discs and leaf imaging are in agreement.  429 

 430 

 Our data were consistent with a general trend of increase in respiratory rate from mature 431 

to immature leaves, independent of leaf size. Regression analyses indicated a relatively strong 432 

correlation between the two sets of variables in the plants tested (R≥ 0.60). These data suggest 433 

that leaf aging changes respiratory rate in Arabidopsis. Jeong et al. (Jeong et al., 2004) showed 434 

this in Aspen leaves where OCR decreased by >50% from young leaves to mature leaves. In 435 
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Arabidopsis, immature, partially expanded leaves have been reported to have significantly 436 

higher rates of respiration compared to mature fully expanded leaves (Armstrong et al., 2006b). 437 

Our data provide a high definition dataset showing the timing and extent of this phenomenon 438 

across the rosette. The reason for this difference most likely resides in a combination of 439 

mitochondrial number in leaves and metabolic demands in different leaves. The respiratory 440 

process is thought to assimilate nearly half of the total carbon gained from the photosynthesis 441 

process (Mogensen, 1977; Lambers, 1985; Amthor, 1989) and its consequence losses are equally 442 

shared between growth and maintenance processes during developmental stages (Amthor, 1984; 443 

Lambers, 1985). Growth respiration provides energy for synthesis of new tissue throughout the 444 

developmental process while maintenance respiration generates energy to be used for 445 

synthesizing essential substances for the existing tissues and metabolites for survival and 446 

adaptation of plants under various environmental conditions (Lambers, 1985; Amthor, 1989). 447 

Previous findings showed that the cost of maintenance respiratory is comparable to the cost of 448 

growth in herbaceous plants like Arabidopsis. Once plant tissues reach maturation, the growth 449 

rate and respiration slow, and energy obtained from respiration mainly goes to maintenance and 450 

transport processes (Amthor, 1984).  451 

 452 

Spatial variation in root respiration rate  453 

In this study we showed that the small root tips of Arabidopsis have a nearly 3-fold 454 

higher OCR when compared with a section of expanded root (Figure 3). This is consistent with 455 

the expected higher energy demand in root tips, required for elongation, than that in the 456 

expanded region of roots, or could relate to smaller vacuoles in root tips. In Arabidopsis, 457 

mitochondrial mutants in the Lon1 protease (Solheim et al., 2012), in the membrane chaperone 458 

prohibitin (Van Aken et al., 2007) and in complex I subunits (de Longevialle et al., 2007; Meyer 459 
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et al., 2009) all have short roots. To our knowledge, there is no precise information about the 460 

rate of respiration required to maintain root growth in Arabidopsis. However, we recently 461 

reported that succinate dehydrogenase assembly factor 2 (sdhaf2) is needed for assembly and 462 

activity of mitochondrial complex II and for normal root elongation in Arabidopsis (Huang et 463 

al., 2013). Whole root respiratory assays showed no difference between WT and sdhaf2, but 464 

micro-respiratory of root tips showed low oxygen consumption in sdhaf2, suggesting that a 465 

metabolic deficit is responsible for the decreased growth of the root tip (Huang et al., 2013). 466 

Micro-respiratory techniques could allow the measurement of root respiration in a range of 467 

mutants to determine if root tip respiration was a major controller of root growth rate in 468 

Arabidopsis.    469 

Studies of the response of whole root systems to NaCl treatments have shown 470 

stimulatory (Shone & Gale, 1983; Burchett et al., 1984; Cramer et al., 1995) and inhibitory 471 

(Hwang & Morris, 1994; Epron et al., 1999) effects, and in some cases, no consistent response 472 

in respiration rate (Blacquiere & Lambers, 1981; Malagoli et al., 2008). Here we found a 473 

consistent inhibition of OCR by increasing NaCl concentration and increasing time of exposure. 474 

Mixed respiratory responses to NaCl treatments in a variety of the plant species studied may 475 

indicate that OCR in distinct regions of roots respond differently to salt (Jacoby et al., 2011). 476 

Dissection of the respiratory response of root tissues is evidently required to better understand 477 

the impact of saline conditions on the root system. The future use of micro-respiratory 478 

measurements to calculate root respiration and its response to combinations of different 479 

substrates or chemicals will aid our understanding of the physiological importance of respiration 480 

in defining root growth. 481 

 482 

Kinetics of seed respiration during germination 483 
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The Arabidopsis seed OCR shown here has two phases during the germination process. 484 

One phase is seen from the onset of imbibition until 10-20 hrs post-imbibition and most likely 485 

represents the physical hydration process. This first phase is followed by a short lag and then 486 

another phase of increasing respiration rate starting 20-30 hrs post-imbibition. This two-step 487 

phenomenon and its timing is consistent with the phases of metabolic initiation and 488 

mitochondrial biogenesis reported from Arabidopsis seed transcript profiling over the first 48 489 

hours post-imbibition (Narsai et al., 2011). We found that OCR of Arabidopsis seed was 490 

inhibited more than 70% by the respiratory poison, KCN. This suggests most of the respiration 491 

flux occurs via the cytochrome pathway in Arabidopsis mitochondria. The low level 492 

participation of the alternative pathway of respiration may be supported by the lack of effect of 493 

the alternative pathway inhibitor SHAM (Lambers, 1985). The predominance of the cytochrome 494 

pathway during germination has also been reported in pea seeds and maize embryos, suggesting 495 

that this could be a conserved feature of respiration in a range of plant seeds (Alscher- Herman 496 

et al., 1981; Ehrenshaft & Brambl, 1990; Logan et al., 2001). 497 

The phytohormones ABA and GA elicit a series of signal transduction pathways and 498 

normally show an antagonistic interaction. ABA controls dormancy maintenance by ABA 499 

synthesis increasing to arrest germination until conditions are favourable for germination 500 

(Lopez-Molina et al., 2001; Reyes & Chua, 2007). In contrast, the synthesis of GAs is linked to 501 

germination initiation (Weitbrecht et al., 2011). In our experiments the treatment of Arabidopsis 502 

seeds with GA increased the respiration rate significantly in the latter stages of the germination 503 

process. ABA treatments did not show an increase in OCR during the early stages after 504 

imbibition associated with the physical imbibition phase. However, ABA treatment showed a 505 

dramatic reduction in the OCR associated with the rest of the germination process. The 506 

suppression of OCR might be one of the mechanisms to regulate the germination process during 507 

hormonally regulated checkpoints. The capacity of this 96-well microtitre plate system to 508 
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measure OCR of single Arabidopsis seeds over days, and their response to phytohormones, 509 

would allow surveying of seed OCR in libraries of Arabidopsis seeds during the germination 510 

process. As seeds germinate and survive the assay, this is a physiological but non-destructive 511 

assay system. This would make micro-respiratory a powerful tool to develop phenotype screens 512 

of mutant and ecotype populations to help define regulators of the kinetics of respiration 513 

initiation during germination.  514 

Conclusions 515 

Adaptation of commercial, 96-well microtitre plate systems that measure OCR of plant tissues 516 

provides new opportunities for respiratory research. The small volume limit in the measurements 517 

in these instruments actually facilitates analysis of key Arabidopsis tissues, and other small 518 

tissue samples from any plant species, that have often been particularly challenging in the past. 519 

By showing the dynamic of measurements made on leaves, root tips and seeds, we hope to 520 

stimulate research using these new tools. The potential for multiplexed micro-respiratory assays 521 

of up to 96 samples simultaneously means that assays of mutant populations, phenotypic screens 522 

and wider ecotype comparisons in Arabidopsis is possible in the future. This could provide new 523 

ways of combining molecular and physiological studies of respiration in plants.  524 
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Figures 697 

Figure 1: Survey of Arabidopsis leaf blade respiration rate excised from individual mature 698 

leaves of 4-week old Arabidopsis thaliana plant. (A) Disc positions tested are depicted in the 699 

vertical (1, 2 & 3) and horizontal (L-left, M-mid-ribs, R-right) axis. (B) Respiration rates on a 700 

leaf area basis, (C) respiration rates on a weight basis. The values represent mean OCR (n= 3; 701 

mean ±SE), * indicates significant difference (p≤0.05) between M1-3 and the L1-3 and R1-3 702 

bars. 703 

Figure 2. The effects of development, leaf age and leaf size on oxygen consumption rate of 704 

Arabidopsis thaliana leaves. (A) 4-weeks old plant, (B) 6-weeks old plant, grown under short-705 

day conditions. The values represent mean OCR (n= 4; mean ±SE). The yellow lines indicate 706 

calculated median OCR and a colour scale was created based on the median for each plant age. 707 

The plant rosette and the size of each leaf are shown in the images marked with leaf numbers. A 708 

colour scale assigned based on the calculated median aids the visualization and comparison 709 

between the size, developmental stage and rosette position of each leaf and its OCR value. 710 

Linear and polynomial lines of best-fit are shown and R2 reported (linear-blue, polynomial-red). 711 

Figure 3. Respiration rates of single expanded region (EXP) and tip (TIP) of a 7-day old root of 712 

Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings. Plants were grown on agar plate under long-day conditions. (A) 713 

Single ~5 mm sections of root expanded region and root tip were used for each respiration assay. 714 

(B) Respiration rates of single root expanded region and root tip with or without different NaCl 715 

treatments for 10 mins (n=5-8; mean ± S.E.). (C) Time course of respiration rates of root tips 716 

treated with different NaCl concentrations (n=5-8; mean ± S.E.). 717 

Figure 4. Respiration rates of Arabidopsis thaliana seeds. (A) Respiration rate of the first 110 718 

min post-imbibition of 1 mg of Col-0 seeds. Vertical lines indicate the time of addition of KCN 719 
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(2 µM) and SHAM (5 mM) (n=8; mean ± S.E.). (B) Respiration rate of 1 mg of Col-0 seeds 720 

which were untreated and directly assayed upon imbibition (control), incubated in buffer at room 721 

temperature for 100 min before measurements (pre-treated), or heated at 100ºC for 1 hr in a 722 

buffer solution before measurement (heat-treated) (n=8; mean ± S.E.). (C) Respiration rate of 723 

single untreated Arabidopsis seeds and seeds incubated in 1.2 mM gibberellic acid (GA3). Each 724 

seed was fixed to the centre of the well with 0.25% (w/v) agarose (n=14, mean ± S.E.). (D) 725 

Respiration rate of single untreated Arabidopsis seeds and seeds incubated in 4 µM ABA Each 726 

seed was fixed to the centre of the well with 0.25% (w/v) agarose (n=20, mean ± S.E.).   727 

 728 

Supporting information summaries: 729 

 Supplementary Figure 1. Comparison of leaf disc adhesion techniques on XF96 cell culture 730 

microplates and the effect of adhesives on Arabidopsis thaliana leaf respiration rate. 731 

 732 

Supplementary Figure 2: Investigation of the effect on Arabidopsis thaliana leaf respiration 733 

rates when the time discs were adhered to plates was altered. 734 

 735 

Supplementary Figure 3: Respiration rates of different sizes of leaf discs excised from mature 736 

leaves of Arabidopsis thaliana plants.  737 

 738 

Supplementary Figure 4: Investigation of the effect on Arabidopsis thaliana leaf respiration 739 

rates when leaf discs were dark incubated to lower wounding respiration. 740 
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Fig S1. Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of single leaf discs adhered to the bottom of a XF96 cell 
culture microplate well using (A) 5% (v/v) Cell-Tak and (B) 2.5% (v/v) Leukosan® Adhesive and 
0.25% (w/v) agarose. Measurement made in a Seahorse XF96 analyzer were compared. Values 
represent the mean OCR from 10 successive measurements of OCR for individual leaf discs in a 
single assay. The standard error (±SE) within the technical replication of OCR is given. A total of 
22 independent leaf discs were tested for their OCR using each adhesion method. Leaf discs 
depicted as ‘a’ and ‘b’ were from the same leaf and the positions were close to each other. 
When leaf discs detached from the bottom of the well, measurement was disrupted and is 
indicated by nd. In the column. (C) The effect of leaf disc adhesion with 2.5% (v/v) Leukosan® 
Adhesive and 0.25% (w/v) agarose on the OCR by using an Oxygraph Clark Type electrode 
(Hansatech). Mean OCR ± SE is shown (n = 4) on a leaf FW basis is shown. Each measurement 
was made with four leaf discs in the Clark type electrode. The effect of gluing none, two, three 
and all four discs together was evaluated.  
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Fig S2: Investigation of differences in respiration rates of leaves from two 6-
week old Arabidopsis thaliana plants when the time discs were adhered to the 
plate differed by 30 min. Leaf discs were excised from cotyledon, mature and 
young leaves of two plants (A and B) and adhered using mixture of 2.5% (v/v) 
Leukosan® adhesive in 0.25% (w/v) agarose to a XF96 microtiter plate. The 
value represent mean OCR ± SE (n=6 discs). All samples were analysed together 
at the same time on the one plate. In each case similar differences in 
respiration rate were found between the three leaf ages. 
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Fig S3: (A) Respiration rates of different sizes of leaf discs excised from mature 
leaves from 7.5-week old Arabidopsis thaliana plants. Leaf discs were adhered 
using a mixture of 2.5% (v/v) Leukosan® adhesive in 0.25% (w/v) agarose to the 
bottom of the XF96 microtiter plate. The value represents mean OCR (n=6, 
mean ± SE). A linear correlation between respiration rates and fresh weight of 
leaf discs was performed and R2 is reported.  (B) Distribution of a series of XF96 
leaf respiration data from different aged leaves (solid line) and normal 
distribution of random data generated within the same parameters (dashed 
line). Comparison of both sets of data indicated that the measured respiration 
data are close to being normally distributed. 
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Fig S4: Analysis of respiration rates on mature leaves of 4 week old Arabidopsis 
thaliana plant with or without dark incubation prior to the measurement. 
Three pairs of leaf discs were excised.  Three sets of paired discs (1-3) were 
excised from positions close to each other in separate leaves. Paired discs were 
separated and either incubated in leaf respiration buffer in the dark for 30 min 
(a) or adhered without dark incubation (b). All leaf discs were adhered to the 
bottom of wells in the XF96 microtiter plate using a mixture of 2.5% (v/v) 
Leukosan® adhesive in 0.25% (w/v) agarose. The bars represent mean OCR 
from the first 30 min of measurement (grey bar) and from the second 30 min of 
measurement (dark grey bar) (n=3, mean ± SE). There was no consistent 
significant difference of means between the control and dark incubation 
treatments (p>0.05). 
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